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Front-page News

Some events of the day

Greedy discovers by "Chel dal formai"

The aroma of “Cher de Fascia”, one of the cheese that
can be tasted tomorrow after the visit to "L Malghier",
moves from typical pungent notes at the beginning to
pasture and fruit scents. During the aging, the cheese
wheels are "hand-washed" by the cheese maker.

A house that joins production, history and
curiosities about local cheese. This is Caseificio
Sociale Val di Fassa (inaugurated in Pera in
2011) that hosts also "L Malghier", section of the
Ladin Museum that shows the different stages of
dairy making. The exhibition room, that
tomorrow can be visit with a guide from 9.30
a..m. to 11.00 a.m., collects tools, milk
containers, churns, cow and goatbells, maps of
ancient pasture and shepherds' proverbs. It is
also possible to admire pictures and videos that
compare past and today's dairy production, At
the end of the visit, tasting of local cheese,
starting with "Cher de Fascia", whose
gastronomic week had recently come to an end
(€ 3.00). Info: Ladin Museum (0039 0462
760182).

Molina sounds
Vigo di Fassa
9.00 p.m. - Events pavilion. The music band from
Molina di Fiemme parades along the centre streets
and then performs in some of the most beautiful
tracks of its repertoire. The band group is composed
by around fourty elements and is directed by a
passionate master, Nicola Bighetti.

The Great War in pieces
Canazei
10.00 a.m. - 12.30 p.m. and 2.00 p.m. - 5.30 p.m.Fedaia. Several findings, collected on Marmolada,
are exposed at the Great War Museum 1914-1918.

The circle of the talented
Moena

Easy walks

Passepartout

9.00 p.m. - Bar Navalge. Chess, bridge and burraco,
amusing games to spend an evening among pawns
and playing cards lovers.

From Campitello to Cherpei

Imaigne a night at the cinema

The complete schedule of events is available
in the tourist offices of the valley.

From the carachteristic centre of Campitello,
along Strèda de Morandin and then along Strèda
de Col da Faé streets, cross the most ancient
area of the village. Leave Strèda de Col da Faé
street coverin, for few metres, Strèda de Cherpei
street and going then straight along Strèda de
Crousc. Beside the last house ascend along a
short ramp. Beyond it, keeping the right, go
towards the ski-lift along a narrow road tskirted
by bunches. Before reaching it, follow the grassy
track that leads to the old lifts' track, around ten
metres down the last pillar. Go back to the
narrow road to reach, along a light ramp, the hill
of Cherpei. The place is well-shaded and ideal to
let children play freely. Come back to the village
along the same track.

It's amusing, exciting and leaves many dreams.
The silver screen, with its stories and its
pictures' persauding ability, is able to light up
fantasy, donating moments of absolute wellbeing. This is its most enduring effect, if you
choose to spend some pleasing hours at the
cinema during the holidays. In Val di Fassa it is
possible to see the most successful movies, the
season previews and also some movies that you
lost at home during the year. Cinema Marmolada
in Canazei presents in fact all the moment's best
visions, sometimes with more than one show a
day. So, you can enjoy the projections in a room
with 350 places, with digital dolby audio system.
The cinema also offers an inside bar and a
comfortable car park in front of the structure.

Initiatives
for our guests

Did you know that...
The path that links Passo Fedaia to Passo Pordoi was used by the flour merchants from Belluno to
cross the valleys quickly, avoding the valley bottom. The flour was usually given in change of
craftsmanship objects around the Ladin valleys. That's why this track is called "Viel dal Pan". Giving
importance to this track, from where you can have a unique sight over Marmolada, the German
doctor, Karl Bindel, president of Bamberga "Doav-Cai", covered it at the end of the 19th Century and
took care of its arrangement.
To participate in the initiatives for guests is compulsory to register at least one day in advance at the Tourist Offices of the Val di Fassa Card (ask your employer
accommodation). The activities are reserved for guests of the associated structures all'Apt Val di Fassa.

09/09/2014 (9.00 a.m.)
Climbing course for children (7-14
years old)..Hurrah for the rock gym!
Canazei

09/09/2014 (9.00 a.m.)
Colvere MTB tour. Booking at Sport
Check Point (excursion against
payment).
Moena
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